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abstract
Robustness of complex networks has been extensively studied via the notion of site
percolation, which typically models independent and non-adaptive attacks (or disruptions).
However, real-life attacks are often dependent and/or adaptive. This motivates us to
characterize the robustness of complex networks, including non-interdependent and
interdependent ones, against dependent and adaptive attacks. For this purpose, dependent
attacks are accommodated by L-hop percolation where the nodes within some L-hop (L ≥
0) distance of a chosen node are all deleted during one attack (with L = 0 degenerating to
site percolation). Whereas, adaptive attacks are launched by attackers who can make nodeselection decisions based on the network state in the beginning of each attack. The resulting
characterization enriches the body of knowledge with new insights, such as: (i) the Achilles’
Heel phenomenon is only valid for independent attacks, but not for dependent attacks;
(ii) powerful attack strategies (e.g., targeted attacks and dependent attacks, dependent
attacks and adaptive attacks) are not compatible and cannot help the attacker when used
collectively. Our results shed some light on the design of robust complex networks.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Characterizing robustness of complex networks against attacks (or disruptions) has been extensively studied for both
non-interdependent networks (see, e.g., [1–16]) and interdependent networks (see, e.g., [17–28]). However, most studies
focused on independent and non-adaptive attacks that can be accommodated by the standard site percolation [29], perhaps
because its simplicity enables analytic treatments. However, real-life attacks are often dependent and/or adaptive.
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Dependent attacks cause the deletion of multiple nodes during one attack (i.e., an atomic deletion iteration). The notion of
L-hop percolation [30,31] models the following dependent attacks: At each iteration, both a chosen node and its neighbors
within L-hop distances are all deleted, where L = 0 degenerates to the standard site percolation. Two examples of reallife dependent attacks are the following. In the context of cyber defense against peer-to-peer botnets, which are networks
of infected or compromised computers that are controlled by some entities called botmasters [32–36], the defender can
eliminate all of the bots that are within some L-hop distance of a given bot (i.e., an infected computer under the control
of a botmaster). This is realistic because, for example, the bots within L-hop distance are located in the same cyber
jurisdiction/administration domain [30] (e.g., belonging to the same enterprise network). In the context of transportation
networks, the attacker may be able to destroy multiple nodes or sites within some L-hop distance of a chosen node. Finally, it
should be noted that a related attack strategy has been analytically addressed in [8], where the attacker attempts to destroy
the neighborhood of a node.
Adaptive attacks allow the attacker to choose nodes in an adaptive fashion, namely that the selection of the next node for
deletion will be based on the current (rather than the initial) state of the network. Adaptive attacks have been used to characterize the effectiveness of social networks based protection of sensitive data [37]. Adaptive attacks have been also used to
identify more robust structures with respect to the average of giant component factions, where ‘‘average’’ is on all possible
node deletions (i.e., the results obtained after deleting 1, 2, . . . nodes) [38]. This measurement disregards the shape of the
curve, which represents fractions of giant components as nodes are deleted; whereas, the shape information is explicitly considered in the present paper. Adaptive attacks are realistic because attackers are often intelligent, but are extremely challenging to treat analytically (the only analytic treatment of adaptive attacks we are aware is [39], which is however in a different
problem setting). It is imperative to understand and characterize the robustness of complex networks under adaptive attacks
because these attacks represent, in a sense, the worst case scenario, where the attacker attempts to cause the most catastrophic damage by taking advantage of the real-time global state of the network. This is because the attacker, who knows
the current global state of the complex network, can always choose to delete the nodes that can cause the most damage.
It is therefore plausible to hypothesize that an attacker can cause more damages by launching dependent and adaptive attacks when compared with launching dependent attacks or adaptive attacks separately. Understanding this powerful attack
strategy can guide, for example, the design of robust complex network against a spectrum of sophisticated attack strategies.
It is worthwhile to clarify the relationship between adaptive and/or dependent attacks and cascading failures (see, for
example, [40–42]). On one hand, cascades are triggered by local failures, but the consequence is non-local and therefore
can be more disruptive than dependent attacks. For example, cascading failures can cause catastrophic damages to
infrastructures [40,41] and can lead to first-order transition in both non-interdependent networks [41] and interdependent
networks [42]. On the other hand, adaptive attacks allow the attacker to choose and delete nodes according to the present
global state of a complex network throughout the entire attack process. This concept of ‘‘present global state’’ does not have
a counterpart in the setting of cascading failures, because the attacker only has the freedom to cause failures to an initial
set of nodes (i.e., upon the determination of the set of nodes that fail at the beginning of a cascading process, the nodes that
will fail during the cascading process are determined according to the load on the complex network, rather than according
to any further input from the attacker.) Although the two classes of attacks are different, it is an interesting future work to
investigate whether there is a natural ‘‘fusion’’ of these two classes of attacks or not.
The present paper makes two contributions. First, we propose specifying attacks against (non-interdependent and
interdependent) complex networks via the dependence aspect (‘‘how nodes are deleted during each attack iteration’’) and
the adaptiveness aspect (‘‘how nodes are selected at each attack iteration’’). This two-dimension specification leads to clear
definitions of attacks against complex networks. Second, we characterize the robustness of non-interdependent networks
against 10 kinds of attacks, which are combinations of the two-dimensional node-deletion and node-selection strategies
mentioned above. In the study of interdependent networks, we consider 6 kinds of attacks (because the other combinations
have no physical meanings). We find that the behavior of complex networks under dependent and adaptive attacks can
be very different from its counterpart behavior under independent and non-adaptive attacks. We highlight some of the
findings as follows: (i) The Achilles’ Heel phenomenon is only valid for independent attacks, but not for dependent attacks.
(ii) Powerful attack strategies (e.g., targeted attacks and dependent attacks, dependent attacks and adaptive attacks) are
not compatible and cannot help the attacker when used collectively. This insight can guide the design of robust complex
networks because it says that the designer and defender can disregard certain attacks that may appear to be devastating at a
first glance (e.g., combinations of dependent and adaptive attacks). (iii) Robustness of interdependent networks is dominated
by the upper-level network, from which nodes are actively selected for deletion. (iv) When the upper-level network has a
power-law degree distribution, the interdependence structure has little impact on the overall robustness.
2. Methodology
We characterize robustness of complex networks via the fraction of the giant component (which reflects the percolation
threshold) and the mean size of small components in the node deletion process. This approach has been widely used in the
literature (e.g., [3,14,38,43]). We note that another approach is to characterize the existence/non-existence of thresholds
(e.g., [17,18,21,44]), which will be reflected in Section 4.1 for interdependent networks.
We consider two node-deletion strategies, namely L = 0 for independent attacks and L > 0 for dependent attacks.
Moreover, we consider the following five node-selection strategies.
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• Random strategy: At each step (i.e. iteration), a random node is selected, then the selected node and its neighbors

•

•

•

•

within L-hop distance are deleted. This strategy corresponds to random attacks and has been extensively studied when
L = 0 (see, for example, [1–3,14,15] for non-interdependent networks, and [17,27,21,19,25,26,18,24] for interdependent
networks) and when L > 0 [30]. It is included for completeness and comparison purposes.
high–low strategy: We sort the nodes according to their degrees in a given network (once and for all). At each step, we
select the node of the largest degree among the nodes that are not deleted (or random one of such nodes when there is
a tie), then we delete the selected node and its neighbors within L-hop distance. This is also known as targeted attacks
when L = 0 (see [1–3] for non-interdependent networks and [21,23] for interdependent networks).
Adaptive high–low strategy: This is the same as the high–low strategy except that [37] after each deletion operation,
we re-sort the nodes according to their degrees in the residual network (i.e., the network obtained after each deletion
iteration). Intuitively, this strategy is more powerful than the high–low strategy.
Low–high strategy: This is the opposite of the high–low strategy. Specifically, we sort the nodes according to their degrees
in a given network (once and for all). At each step, we select the node of the smallest degree that are not yet deleted (or
random one of such nodes when there is a tie), then we delete the selected node and its neighbors within L-hop distance.
One may think this strategy has low practical relevance, but we include it because it is interesting on its own.
Adaptive low–high strategy: This is the opposite of the adaptive high–low strategy. Specifically, this is the same as the
low–high strategy except that [37] after each deletion operation, we re-sort the nodes according to their degrees in the
residual network.

Since there are two node-deletion strategies and five node-selection strategies, there are 10 attack scenarios that will be
investigated.
3. Robustness of non-interdependent networks
In order to characterize the robustness of non-interdependent networks against the five attack strategies mentioned
above, we consider two kinds of networks: power-law and Erdős–Rényi (ER). We generate 10 power-law networks according
to the BA model (following [45]). Each network has 105 nodes. At every time step, we add a new node with m = 2 edges that
link the new node to the nodes that are already in the network. We also generate 10 ER networks G(n, λ/n) with n = 105
nodes and edge probability λ = 4. Note that on average, the ER networks have the same number of edges as the power-law
networks.
Due to the possible randomness in the node selection operation of the attack strategies, the plotted results are averaged
over 100 independent simulation runs for each of the randomly generated networks. The error bars of the 100 simulation
runs with respect to their average are less than 0.01 in all of the simulation cases. For the sake of having a better visual effect,
we do not plot the error bars.
3.1. Giant component based robustness characterization
Giant component is an important robustness indicator, and it disappears when the fraction of deleted nodes goes above
the threshold (if any). For finite networks, we can naturally describe this via the fraction of the largest giant component
compared with the size of the initial network. The fraction of the giant component of a connected network is initially 1, and
drops as nodes are deleted.
The case of power-law networks. We observe that random attacks exhibit similar phenomena as (adaptive) low–high
attacks for L > 0 but not for L = 0. This similarity is caused by that in power-law networks many nodes have small degrees,
while a significant number of nodes have large degrees. Under (adaptive) low–high attacks with L > 0, the neighborhood
of a small-degree node may contain some larger-degree nodes, making them similar to random attacks with L > 0. On the
other hand, for L = 0 the random attacks are more powerful than the (adaptive) low–high attacks as expected.
For independent random attacks (L = 0), as shown in Fig. 1(a), the fraction of the giant component decreases gradually
and no clear threshold is observed. The networks stay connected even after more than 80% of the nodes are deleted; this
phenomenon was observed in earlier studies [3,2]. A similar phenomenon is also observed for dependent random attacks
(L > 0), which are more powerful than independent random attacks (L = 0) because some neighbors within the L-hop
distance of a randomly chosen node might have large degrees and thus their deletion can cause significant damage.
For the (adaptive) high–low strategies as shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c), we observe that independent attacks are actually
more powerful than dependent attacks. Indeed, there is a big difference between L = 0 and L > 0, and there is only a small
difference between L = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. This is reasonable because some nodes in the L-hop neighborhood of large-degree
nodes may have small degrees, which means that dependent attacks (L > 0) may cause less damage than independent
attacks (L = 0) with high–low strategies. Note that the comparison is fair because we consider the same fractions of nodes
that have been deleted, where the deleted nodes include the selected ones and their neighbors within some L-hop distances.
More intuitively, all the deleted nodes in the case of L = 0 are large-degree nodes, but only some deleted nodes in the case
of L > 0 are large-degree nodes. Moreover, the (adaptive) high–low attacks exhibit different behaviors between L = 0 and
L > 0 than the other attacks. Finally, by comparing Fig. 1(a) with Fig. 1(b) and (c), we observe that (adaptive) high–low
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(a) Random.

(b) High–low.

(d) Low–high.

(c) Adaptive high–low.

(e) Adaptive low–high.

Fig. 1. Power-law networks: the fraction of the giant component as a function of the fraction of deleted nodes under various attack strategies.

attacks cause more significant damages than random attacks. This was first observed in earlier studies [2,1,46,15] but for
independent attacks (L = 0).
In terms of attack power, namely the consequential decrease in the fraction of the giant component, we observe that
random attacks are the least powerful, meaning that (adaptive) low–high strategies are not powerful as well. We also
observe that except for (adaptive) high–low attacks, dependent attacks are more powerful than independent attacks and the
attack power increases with L. We further observe that adaptive high–low attacks with L = 0 are the most powerful. More
specifically, there is a big difference between the (adaptive) high–low strategies, which cause smaller giant component
fraction for L = 0, and the other three strategies, which cause smaller giant components for L > 0. This means that for
(adaptive) high–low strategies, the attacker does not gain power by launching dependent attacks. In other words, targeted
(i.e., high–low) attacks and dependent attacks are not compatible (i.e., the attacker cannot get the best of both attacks at the
same time), and that adaptive attacks and dependent attacks are not compatible. This has an important implication: If we
know the attacker’s strategy, we can predict the consequences and take effective countermeasures without worrying that
the attacker may blend with the other (i.e., adaptive or dependent) attack in the next steps.
The case of ER networks. From Fig. 2, we observe that for the same attack strategy, there is no significant difference between
independent attack (L = 0) and dependent attack (L > 0) with two exceptions. The exceptions are (adaptive) high–low
strategies, where independent attacks can be substantially more powerful than dependent attacks, especially when the
fraction of deleted nodes goes beyond the threshold. This can be attributed to the homogeneity of ER networks and the fact
that some small-degree nodes likely reside in the L-hop neighbors of a large-degree node, which decreases the power of
dependent attacks (L > 0). For (adaptive) low–high strategies, the differences between independent attacks (L = 0) and
dependent attacks (L > 0) are small due to the homogeneity of ER networks.
We find that there are always thresholds above which the giant component disappears (as we will see, the threshold
values are more clearly demonstrated via the mean size of small components). Specifically, Fig. 2(a) shows that for all
0 ≤ L ≤ 5, the giant component disappears when the fraction of deleted nodes goes above about 0.75. This behavior
is caused by the homogeneity of ER networks [30]. For the high–low strategy, we also find that ER network, as shown in
Fig. 2(b), exhibits that for all 1 ≤ L ≤ 5, the giant component disappears when the fraction of deleted nodes goes above about
0.7. Fig. 2(a) and (b) are not as different as their counterparts for power-law networks because the threshold is about 0.75 for
L = 0 in Fig. 2(a) vs. the threshold is about 0.4 for L = 0 in Fig. 2(b). This is reasonable because all the nodes in ER networks
have approximately the same degree, meaning that there is no big difference between random and high–low strategies. For
(adaptive) low–high strategies, by comparing Fig. 2(a) with Fig. 2(d) and (e), we observe a similar phenomenon regarding
the fraction of the giant component in ER networks. This again can be attributed to the homogeneity of ER networks.
Finally, by comparing Fig. 2(b) and (c), we find that the adaptive strategy evidently accelerates the fragmentation of ER
networks, especially for independent attacks (L = 0). This acceleration of fragmentation is not as notable in the case of
power-law networks.
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(a) Random.

(b) High–low.

(d) Low–high. .
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(c) Adaptive high–low.

(e) Adaptive low–high.

Fig. 2. ER networks: the fraction of the giant component as a function of the fraction of deleted nodes under various attack strategies.

3.2. Small components based robustness characterization
Now we study the impact of various attack strategies on the mean size of small components, namely the components
other than the giant component. This measure is interesting because it can better indicate the position of the threshold (if
any), which sometimes was not clear from the measure of the giant component as shown in (for example) Fig. 2(d)–(e). The
intuition is that near the threshold, the mean size of small components might exhibit a peak because immediately after the
giant component collapses, there might be many small components of size greater than one. Moreover, some expressions
of threshold for dependent random attacks (i.e., L > 0) were given in the Configuration Model [30], which inspires us to
investigate whether the phenomenon is also exhibited by adaptive attacks.
The case of power-law networks. For random attacks as shown in Fig. 3(a), we observe that the mean size of small
components is flat and changes slowly and there is no clear threshold when L = 0. This was observed in an earlier study [1],
and can be explained as follows: Since most nodes have small degrees, random attacks will more likely delete small-degree
nodes, meaning that there are many isolated individual nodes and thus the mean size of small components decreases. When
L > 0, we observe a different phenomenon: the mean size of small components has a peak, which can be attributed to the
following: A random node might have some hubs in its L-hop neighborhood, and some hubs are deleted at an early stage,
which leads to an increase in the mean size of small components. After these hubs are deleted, which corresponds to the
deletion of about 60% of the nodes as indicated in Fig. 1(a), the mean size of small components decreases. Moreover, the peak
appears earlier for larger L, which agrees with our explanation above that some hubs are likely deleted earlier for larger L.
This increase-then-decrease phenomenon was observed earlier for L > 0 but in the Configuration Model [30].
For (adaptive) high–low attacks as shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c), the mean size of small components for L = 0 has a peak
when about 15% of the nodes are deleted. This is due to the fact that when some hubs are deleted, small groups of nodes are
isolated from the giant component and thus the mean size of small components increases. This phenomenon was observed
in [1] for (non-adaptive) high–low attacks. For L ≥ 1, the peaks are delayed accordingly because some small-degree nodes
are in the L-hop neighborhoods of hubs, and thus the deletion of these small-degree nodes causes a small damage to the
network. By comparing Fig. 3(b) with Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 3(c) with Fig. 1(c), we observe an interesting phenomenon: For
0 ≤ L ≤ 5, positions of the peaks in the plots of the mean size of small components seem to coincide with positions of the
respective thresholds. Note that for power-law networks, thresholds exist only for (adaptive) high–low strategies.
For (adaptive) low–high strategies, we observe a similar behavior as in the case of random strategy. The curves are
generally smooth without clear pattern (especially for the adaptive low–high strategy). This is reasonable because no clear
thresholds are observed in Fig. 1(d) and (e).
The case of ER networks. There is always a threshold above which the giant component disappears. For random attacks
as shown in Fig. 4(a), we observe that the mean size of small components first increases to a peak value of 2.1 and then
decreases rapidly to a value of 1. This behavior indicates that after many nodes are deleted, the giant component collapses
into small components. A careful examination reveals that the peaks correspond to the thresholds in Fig. 2(a).
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(a) Random.

(b) high–low.

(d) Low–high. .

(c) Adaptive high–low.

(e) Adaptive low–high.

Fig. 3. Power-laws: the mean size of small components as a function of the fraction of deleted nodes under various attack strategies.

(a) Random.

(b) high–low.

(d) Low–high. .

(c) Adaptive high–low.

(e) Adaptive low–high.

Fig. 4. ER networks: the mean size of small components as a function of the fraction of deleted nodes under various attack strategies.

For (adaptive) high–low attacks, we also observe that the mean size of small components first increases and then
decreases rapidly to size 1. By respectively comparing Fig. 4(b) with Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 4(c) with Fig. 2(c), we observe that the
peaks appear near the thresholds.
For (adaptive) low–high attacks, we find a similar peak phenomenon as in the case of random strategy. Moreover, the
peaks appear near the thresholds (near 1). Another interesting phenomenon we observe there is that small peaks for both
independent attacks (L = 0) and dependent attacks (L > 0) appear very close to the beginning. To see that the mean size of
small components can better indicate the threshold value, we mention as an example that under random attacks, the peak
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Table 1
Robustness and threshold of non-interdependent networks against independent (L = 0) and dependent (L > 1) random attacks, (adaptive) high–low
attacks, and (adaptive) low–high attacks. Phenomena without references are observed in the present paper. Phenomena with references were observed in
the cited references, but possibly in some specific contexts (e.g., the Configuration Model).
Random strategy

(Adaptive) high–low strategies

(Adaptive) Low–high strategies

ER network is more resilient [1]a
ER network is more resilient

Power-law is more resilient
ER network is more resilient

Giant component based characterization of robustness
L=0
L>0

Power-law is more resilient [1]
ER network is more resilient [30]b

Giant component based characterization of threshold
L=0

Power-law
ER network

W/O threshold [1,2,15]
W/threshold [1,15]a

W/threshold [1,3,46,15]a

W/O threshold
W/threshold

L>0

Power-law
ER network

W/O threshold [30]b
W/threshold

W/threshold

W/O threshold

The mean size of small components based characterization of threshold
L=0

Power-law
ER network

Flat [1]
Peak near threshold [1]a

Peak near threshold [1]a

Flat
Peak near threshold

L>0

Power-law
ER network

Increase then decrease [30]b
Peak near threshold [30]b

Peak near threshold
Peak near threshold

Increase then decrease

a
b

The phenomena for non-adaptive attacks were observed in the cited references, but for adaptive attacks are discovered in this paper.
The result was obtained in the Configuration Model in [30] but also exhibited by BA networks as shown in the present paper.

as shown in Fig. 4(a) appears when 75% nodes are deleted, which is exactly the point where the giant component disappears
as shown in Fig. 2(a).
3.3. Summary of results
We summarize the robustness of non-interdependent networks against random, dependent and adaptive attacks in
Table 1 based on measures of the giant component and the mean size of small components. As in many existing studies,
we focus on power-law and Erdős–Rényi (ER) networks. The principal findings are the following.
First, giant component based characterization indicates that for dependent attacks (L > 0), regardless of whether the
attacks are random or not, ER networks are always more resilient than power-law networks. This is in contrast to the classic
result that power-law networks are more robust than ER networks under random and independent attacks (L = 0) [1–3].
This means that the Achilles’ Heel phenomenon of power-law networks [45] – that is, power-law networks are more resilient
to random failures than ER networks, but are more fragile to targeted (i.e., high–low) attacks than ER networks – is valid for
independent attacks but not valid for dependent attacks.
Second, targeted (i.e., high–low) attacks and dependent attacks are not compatible (i.e., the attacker cannot obtain the
best of both powerful attacks), and dependent attacks and adaptive attacks are not compatible. This is somewhat surprising,
and important for decision-making in the real world because it will reduce the uncertainty space with respect to attack
strategies that can be exploited by sophisticated attackers.
4. Robustness of interdependent networks
We denote an interdependent network by X –Y –Z , where X represents the degree distribution of the upper-level network,
Y represents the degree distribution of the lower-level network, and Z represents the interdependence structure between
the upper-level network X and the lower-level network Y . We consider the two degree distributions mentioned above,
namely Power-Law graphs (PL) and ER. Since networks with these degree distributions may exhibit an additional property
called assortativity or disassortativity, where the former means that large-degree nodes often connect to other large-degree
nodes and the latter means that large-degree nodes often connect to small-degree nodes [47], we use superscripts assor
and disassor to indicate this property (if present). For example, ERassor means that the degree distribution of the single-level
network in question is ER while exhibiting assortativity.
We consider two common interdependence structures: one-to-one connection by which one node in the upper-level
network is connected to precisely one node in the lower-level network and vice versa (denoted by ‘‘121’’ for short), and
ER-like random connection by which a node in the upper-level is connected to every node in the lower-level network
with an equal probability and independent of each other (denoted by ‘‘ER’’ for short as well). For the 121 interdependence
structure, we use 121ran to denote that one node in the upper-level network is connected to a random node in the lowerlevel network (also called random matching), use 121assor to denote that a large-degree node in the upper-level network
is connected to a large-degree node in the lower-level network (also called assortative matching), and use 121disassor to
denote that a large-degree node in the upper-level network is connected to a small-degree node in the lower-level network
(also called disassortative matching). Note that the single-level ER and power-law networks we consider in the present
paper are uncorrelated, but the influence of degree correlation on robustness in single-level networks has been extensively
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studied (e.g., [48]). Nevertheless, the interdependence structure we consider in the present paper includes random matching,
assortative matching and disassortative matching. It is therefore an interesting future work to characterize the robustness
of degree-correlated interdependent networks against the sophisticated attack strategies mentioned above.
In order to study the robustness of interdependent networks empirically, we need to instantiate X as an upper-level
network A = (VA , EA ) where VA is the vertex set and EA = {(u, v) : u, v ∈ VA } is the edge set. We instantiate Y as a
lower-level network B = (VB , EB ) where VB is the vertex set and EB = {(u, v) : u, v ∈ VB } is the edge set. We instantiate
Z as an interdependence edge set EAB = {(u, w) : u ∈ VA ∧ w ∈ VB }. As such, a specific interdependent network can
be represented by a tuple (VA , EA , VB , EB , EAB ). For the upper-level network A = (VA , EA ), its degree distribution PA (k) is
defined as usual, namely the probability that a randomly chosen node u ∈ VA has degree k, where the degree of u is defined
as degA (u) = |{v : v ∈ VA ∧ (u, v) ∈ EA }|. In a similar fashion, we can define the degree distribution PB (k) of network
B = (VB , EB ). As mentioned above, the degree distributions of A and B can be ER or PL, respectively.
Regarding the interdependence structure, we focus on the 121 structure mentioned above, namely a one-to-one
correspondence (or permutation) between VA and VB , where NA = |VA | = NB = |VB | = N. In other words, for each u ∈ VA
there is one, and unique one, node w ∈ VB such that (u, w) ∈ EAB , where (u, w) can be called an interdependence edge. An
interdependence edge (u, w) models that the functioning of node u ∈ VA relies on the functioning of node w ∈ VB , and vice
versa. This leads to the following interdependence rule: If u (or w ) is deleted, then w (or u) is deleted, where (u, w) ∈ EAB .
For the sake of clarity, we consider 6 (out of the 10) attacks mentioned above against the upper-level network A, while
noting that the other 4 attacks (corresponding to the low–high and adaptive low–high node-selection strategies) are less
interesting as discussed above. As such, the (adaptive) high–low strategies will be referred as (adaptive) targeted attacks. In
general, when the attacker deletes a node u ∈ VA in network A, this will cause the deletion of the edges {(u, v) : (u, v) ∈ EA }
in network A as well as the interdependence edge (u, w) ∈ EAB . The deletion of nodes in network B is caused by the following
two scenarios. First, the interdependence rule mentioned above, namely that w ∈ VB is deleted because u ∈ VA is deleted
and (u, w) ∈ EAB . Second, for dependent attacks (L > 0), suppose u ∈ VA is selected, then u’s neighbors within L-hop
distances in network A are deleted and the neighbors within L-hop distances of w in network B (including w itself) are also
deleted, where (u, w) ∈ EAB .
As nodes in the upper-level network A are deleted, VA is broken into clusters, called A-clusters. An A-cluster can be denoted
by (CA,i , EA,i ) for some i, where CA,i ⊂ VA and EA,i = {(u, v) : u, v ∈ CA,i ∧ (u, v) ∈ EA }. Similarly, the lower-level network
B is also broken into B-clusters, denoted by EB,i = {(u, v) : u, v ∈ CB,i ∧ (u, v) ∈ EB }. The main objective is to study
the interdependent clusters, dubbed I-clusters, which are somewhat involved because of the following cross-connection
phenomenon. Suppose (CA,1 , EA,1 ) and (CA,2 , EA,2 ) are two A-clusters, and (CB,1 , EB,1 ) is a B-cluster. Suppose w1 , w2 ∈ CB,1 .
It is possible that for some u ∈ CA,1 and v ∈ CA,2 such that (u, w1 ) ∈ EAB and (v, w2 ) ∈ EAB , meaning that two nodes in a
B-cluster are connected to two nodes that belong to two different A-clusters. In order to have a clean definition of I-clusters,
EB,1 needs to be broken into two B-clusters by defining [17]:
CB,1,1 = {w : u ∈ CA,1 ∧ (u, w) ∈ EAB },
EB,1,1 = {(w1 , w2 ) : w1 , w2 ∈ CB,1,1 ∧ (w1 , w2 ) ∈ EB,1 },
CB,1,2 = CB,1 − CB,1,1 ,
EB,1,2 = {(w1 , w2 ) : w1 , w2 ∈ CB,1,2 ∧ (w1 , w2 ) ∈ EB,1 }.
Note that this may lead to further ‘‘break-up’’ operations because the cross-connection phenomenon remains (e.g., the above
operation may cause that two nodes belonging to a single A-cluster are connected to two different B-clusters). The ‘‘breakup’’ operation stops when the cross-connection phenomenon disappears. As a result, the I-cluster giant component size and
the mean size of small components are well-defined and can be measured via the A-clusters.
In our simulation study, we consider six kinds of interdependent networks, where the upper-level and lower-level
networks are the same as in Section 3. Specifically,

• Both the upper-level network A and the lower-level network B are ER networks G(N , p) with NA = NB = N = 105 nodes
and p = λ/N for λ = 4. The interdependence structure is established by random matching. This leads to an ER-ER-121ran
interdependent network.

• Both the upper-level network A and the lower-level network B are BA networks with NA = NB = N = 105 nodes and
m = 2. The interdependence structure is established with three different methods: (i) random matching, which leads to a
PL-PL-121ran interdependent network; (ii) assortative matching, which leads to a PL-PL-121assor interdependent network;
(iii) disassortative matching, which leads to a PL-PL-121disassor interdependent network.
• The upper-level network A is an ER network G(NA , p) with NA = 105 nodes and p = 4/NA , and the lower-level network
B is a BA network with NB = NA nodes and m = 2. This leads to an ER-PL-121ran interdependent network.
• The upper-level network A is a BA network with NA = 105 nodes with m = 2, and the lower-level network B is an ER
network G(NB , p) with NB = NA nodes and p = 4/NB . This leads to a PL-ER-121ran interdependent network.
We generate 10 networks for each kind. Due to the possible randomness in the node selection operation of the attack
strategies, the plotted results are averaged over 100 independent simulation runs for each of the randomly generated
networks. The error bars of the 100 simulation runs with respect to their average are less than 0.01 in all of the simulation
cases. For the sake of having a better visual effect, we do not plot the error bars.
For two interdependent networks X1 –Y1 –Z1 and X2 –Y2 –Z2 , we denote by ‘‘X1 –Y1 –Z1 ≽ X2 –Y2 –Z2 ’’ that the first network
is more resilient than the second network against a certain attack in terms of some robustness measure that will be stated
explicitly. We denote by ‘‘X1 –Y1 –Z1 ≈ X2 –Y2 –Z2 ’’ that the two networks in question exhibit similar robustness.
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(a) Random attack.

(b) Targeted attack.
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(c) Adaptive targeted attack.

Fig. 5. ER-ER-121ran giant component fraction as a function of the fraction of deleted nodes.

4.1. Giant component based robustness characterization
ER-ER-121ran interdependent network. First, we observe from Fig. 5 that non-dependent (L = 0) adaptive targeted attack
is more powerful than non-dependent targeted attack, which is more powerful than non-dependent random attack. This
means that for node-deletion strategy L = 0, the node-selection strategy matters substantially.
Second, Fig. 5 shows that there is no significant difference between the dependent node-deletion strategies L = 1, 2, 3
with respect to the node-selection strategies of random attack, targeted attack, and adaptive targeted attack. This is can
be explained as follows: In the cases of targeted attack and adaptive targeted attack, the L-hop (1 ≤ L ≤ 3) neighbors of
a deleted node are likely small-degree nodes, and these small-degree nodes have very minor contribution to the network
fragmentation; in the case of random attack, the nodes in networks A and B have approximately the same degree on average,
meaning that dependent attack with L = 1, 2, 3 will not cause roughly the same damage when the same number of nodes
are deleted. In other words, there is no significant difference between the node-deletion strategies L = 1, 2, 3 once the
node-selection strategy (i.e., random attack, targeted attack, or adaptive targeted attack) is fixed.
Third, Fig. 5(a) shows that there is no difference between non-dependent (L = 0) random attack and dependent (L > 0)
random attack. This is because for ER-ER-121ran interdependent networks, the nodes in networks A and B have approximately
the same degree on average, meaning that dependent (L > 0) attack will not cause more damage than non-dependent
(L = 0) attack when the same number of nodes are deleted. However, Fig. 5(b) shows that there is a big difference between
non-dependent (L = 0) targeted attack and dependent (L > 0) targeted attack, and Fig. 5(c) shows that there is a big
difference between non-dependent (L = 0) adaptive targeted attack and dependent (L > 0) adaptive targeted attack.
This is because for non-dependent targeted attack and non-dependent adaptive targeted attack, the hubs in network A are
deleted first and thus the giant component size will decrease significantly as nodes are deleted. For dependent targeted
attack and dependent adaptive targeted attack, the giant component size does not decrease rapidly because when hubs are
deleted, their L-hop neighbors are likely small-degree nodes that make a smaller contribution to the fragmentation of the
network. Since non-dependent targeted attack and non-dependent adaptive targeted attack are respectively more powerful
than dependent targeted attack and dependent adaptive targeted attack, the attacker cannot get the best of both adaptive
attacks and dependent attacks.
Fourth, by comparing Fig. 5(a), (b), and (c) of ER-ER-121ran interdependent networks and Fig. 2(a), (b), and (c) of noninterdependent ER networks, we observe a major difference in the behaviors of the 6 attacks (i.e., the 6 combinations of
the 2 node-deletion strategies and the 3 node-selection strategies mentioned above): interdependent networks show a
first-order phase transition while non-interdependent networks show a second-order phase transition. This agrees with
previous observations reported in the literature (e.g., [17,18,20,28]) and suggests that the interdependence in ER-ER-121ran
interdependent networks does have a big impact on their robustness when compared with single-level ER networks. This
property can be useful when designing network interdependence structures.
PL-PL-121ran interdependent network. First, we observe from Fig. 6 that non-dependent (L = 0) targeted attack and nondependent adaptive targeted attack are about the same powerful, and are significantly more powerful than non-dependent
random attack. This is because non-dependent targeted attack and non-dependent adaptive targeted attack first delete the
hubs or large-degree nodes, whereas non-dependent random attack most likely deletes small-degree nodes. This means that
for node-deletion strategy L = 0, the node-selection strategy matters because (adaptive) targeted node selection is more
powerful than random node selection.
Second, we observe from Fig. 6(a) that there is a big difference between non-dependent (L = 0) random attack and
dependent (L > 0) random attack. This is plausible because a random node in the upper-level network A is more likely a
small-degree node, and the hub nodes are often several hops away from a random node. On the other hand, Fig. 6(b)–(c)
indicate that there is some moderate difference between L = 0 and L > 0. This is because the hubs nodes are deleted first
in all these cases.
Third, by comparing Fig. 6(a), (b), and (c) of PL-PL-121ran interdependent networks and Fig. 1(a), (b), and (c) of noninterdependent PL networks, we again observe distinct behaviors of the 6 attacks (i.e., the 6 combinations of the 2
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(a) Random attack.
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(b) Targeted attack.

(c) Adaptive targeted attack.

Fig. 6. PL-PL-121ran giant component fraction as a function of the fraction of deleted nodes.

(a) Random attack.

(b) Targeted attack.

(c) Adaptive targeted attack.

Fig. 7. Assortative PL-PL-121assor giant component fraction as a function of the fraction of deleted nodes.

node-deletion strategies and the 3 node-selection strategies mentioned above), namely that interdependent networks show
a first-order phase transition whereas non-interdependent networks show a second-order phase transition.
PL-PL-121assor interdependent network. First, we observe from Fig. 7 that non-dependent (L = 0) targeted attack and nondependent adaptive targeted attack are about the same powerful, and are substantially more powerful than non-dependent
(L = 0) random attack. This phenomenon is similar to what was observed in the case of PL-PL-121ran interdependent
networks. Moreover, the phenomenon can also be explained by that non-dependent targeted attack and non-dependent
adaptive targeted attack first delete the hubs or large-degree nodes, whereas non-dependent random attack most likely
deletes small-degree nodes. That is, for PL-PL-121assor interdependent networks, once the node-deletion strategy is chosen
as L = 0, the node-selection strategy matters because (adaptive) targeted node selection is more powerful than random
node selection.
Second, we see from Fig. 7(a) that with respect to PL-PL-121assor interdependent networks, non-dependent (L = 0)
random attack is substantially more powerful than dependent (L > 0) random attack. This is plausible because in the
former case, the 121assor interdependence causes that hubs in both upper-level and lower-level networks are deleted
first, despite that the hub nodes are often several hops away from the randomly selected nodes. Moreover, by comparing
Fig. 7(a) of PL-PL-121assor interdependent networks and Fig. 6(a) of PL-PL-121ran interdependent networks, we observe a
noticeable difference between the 121assor interdependence structure and the 121ran interdependence structure. Specifically,
for non-dependent (L = 0) random attack, PL-PL-121assor interdependent networks are disrupted slower than PL-PL-121ran
interdependent networks. This is because in the case of PL-PL-121assor interdependent networks, the hubs in both levels of
networks are selected to delete with a smaller probability in the random node selection strategy. However, for dependent
(L > 0) random attack, the difference between PL-PL-121assor interdependent networks and PL-PL-121ran interdependent
networks is not significant.
Third, by comparing Fig. 7 of PL-PL-121assor interdependent networks and Fig. 1 of non-interdependent PL networks, we
again observe that interdependent networks show a first-order phase transition whereas non-interdependent networks
show a second-order phase transition.
PL-PL-121disassor interdependent network. First, we observe from Fig. 8 that non-dependent targeted attack and nondependent adaptive targeted attack are about the same powerful, and are substantially more powerful than nondependent random attack. This phenomenon is similar to what was observed in the case of PL-PL-121ran and PL-PL-121assor
interdependent networks, and can be explained by the same reason as mentioned above.
Second, by comparing Figs. 8(b), 7(b) and 6(b), we observe that for both non-dependent (L = 0) targeted attack and
dependent (L > 0) targeted attack, PL-PL-121disassor , PL-PL-121assor , and PL-PL-121ran exhibit similar behaviors. This means
that the interdependence structure plays no significant role against the targeted node-selection strategy, regardless of the
node-deletion strategy (i.e., L = 0 vs. L = 1). The same phenomenon is observed for adaptive targeted attacks, by comparing
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(a) Random attack.

(b) Targeted attack.
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(c) Adaptive targeted attack.

Fig. 8. Disassortative PL-PL-121disassor giant component fraction as a function of the fraction of deleted nodes.

(a) Random attack.

(b) Targeted attack.

(c) Adaptive targeted attack.

Fig. 9. ER-PL-121ran giant component fraction as a function of the fraction of deleted nodes.

Figs. 8(c), 7(c) and 6(c). By comparing Figs. 8(a), 7(a) and 6(a) with non-dependent (L = 0) random attack, we observe that
the effect of random attacks against PL-PL-121ran interdependent networks resides in between the effects of random attacks
against PL-PL-121assor and PL-PL-121disassor interdependent networks. However, the difference is negligible for L > 0. This is
reasonable because the 121ran interdependence structure is in between the 121disassor structure and the 121assor structure.
Third, by comparing Fig. 8 of PL-PL-121disassor interdependent networks and Fig. 1 of non-interdependent PL networks,
we again observe that interdependent networks show a first-order phase transition whereas non-interdependent networks
show a second-order phase transition.
ER-PL-121ran interdependent network. First, we observe from Fig. 9 that non-dependent (L = 0) adaptive targeted attack
is more powerful than non-dependent targeted attack, which is more powerful than non-dependent random attack.
Second, by comparing Fig. 9(a) of ER-PL-121ran interdependent networks and Fig. 5(a) of ER-ER-121ran interdependent
networks, we observe that there is a significant difference in terms of the effect of non-dependent (L = 0) random
attack vs. the effect of dependent (L > 0) random attack. Specifically, the difference between the effect of non-dependent
(L = 0) random attack and the effect of dependent (L > 0) random attack is more significant in the case of ER-PL-121ran
interdependent networks. This is because the power-law structure of the lower-level network accelerates the spread of
damage for L > 0. A smaller difference between non-dependent node-deletion strategy (L = 0) and dependent nodedeletion strategy (L > 0) is observed for targeted attacks and for adaptive targeted attacks. This means that when the
upper-level network is ER and the interdependence structure is random, the robustness of interdependent networks is
somewhat determined by the lower-level network structure.
Third, Fig. 9 indicates that ER-PL-121ran interdependent networks show a first-order phase transition, which is the same
as in the case of ER-ER-121ran interdependent networks.
PL-ER-121ran interdependent network. First, we observe from Fig. 10 that non-dependent (L = 0) targeted attack and
non-dependent adaptive targeted attack are about the same powerful, and are more powerful than non-dependent (L = 0).
Second, By comparing Fig. 10 of PL-ER-121ran and Fig. 5 of ER-ER-121ran , we find that in all combinations of node-deletion
strategies (i.e., L = 0 or L > 0) and node-selection strategies (i.e., random attack, targeted attack, and adaptive targeted
attack), ER-ER-121ran interdependent networks are somewhat more robust than PL-ER-121ran interdependent networks.
Third, Fig. 10 indicates that PL-ER-121ran interdependent networks show a first-order phase transition, which is the same
as in the case of ER-ER-121ran interdependent networks.
4.2. Small components based robustness characterization
For all of the 6 attacks (i.e., combinations of the 2 node-deletion strategies and the 3 node-selection strategies mentioned
above), we observe from Fig. 11 of ER-ER-121ran interdependent network, that the mean size of small components is almost
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(a) Random attack.

(b) Targeted attack.

(c) Adaptive targeted attack.

Fig. 10. PL-ER-121ran giant component fraction as a function of the fraction of deleted nodes.

(a) Random attack.

(b) Targeted attack.

(c) Adaptive targeted attack.

Fig. 11. ER-ER-121ran : The mean size of small components as a function of the fraction of deleted nodes.

(a) Random attack.

(b) Targeted attack.

(c) Adaptive targeted attack.

Fig. 12. PL-PL-121ran : The mean size of small components as a function of the fraction of deleted nodes.

always 1, while noting that there is a very small and irregular increase around the respective turning point above which
the giant component disappears. This indicates that the attacks against interdependent networks are so powerful that
almost all small components are isolated nodes throughout the entire attack process. This is in sharp contrast to the noninterdependent ER networks shown in Fig. 4, where the giant component collapses into small pieces (but usually not isolated
nodes) at the turning point.
The same phenomenon is observed for PL-PL-121ran interdependent network (Fig. 12), PL-PL-121assor interdependent
network (Fig. 13), PL-PL-121disassor interdependent network (Fig. 14), ER-PL-121ran interdependent network (Fig. 15), and
PL-ER-121ran interdependent network (Fig. 16).
4.3. Summary of results
Table 2 summarizes the robustness of interdependent networks against the 6 attacks, in terms of the measure of giant
component and the measure of the mean size of small components.
Specifically, we highlight the findings as follows. First, we find that non-dependent attack and dependent attack can
lead to different phenomena. Specifically, for non-dependent (L = 0) targeted attack and non-dependent adaptive targeted
attack, ER-*-121ran ≽ PL-*-121ran , and for dependent attack (L > 0) we also observe ER-*-121ran ≽ PL-*-121ran . However,
for random attacks, there is a difference between non-dependent attack (L = 0) and dependent attack (L > 0) because
in the former case we have ER-*-121ran ≈ PL-*-121ran but in the latter case we have ER-*-121ran ≽ PL-*-121ran . Second,
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(a) Random attack.

(b) Targeted attack.
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(c) Adaptive targeted attack.

Fig. 13. Assortative PL-PL-121assor : The mean size of small components as a function of the fraction of deleted nodes.

(a) Random attack.

(b) Targeted attack.

(c) Adaptive targeted attack.

Fig. 14. Disassortative PL-PL-121disassor mean size of small components as a function of the fraction of deleted nodes.

(a) Random attack.

(b) Targeted attack.

(c) Adaptive targeted attack.

Fig. 15. ER-PL-121ran : The mean size of small components as a function of the fraction of deleted nodes.

(a) Random attack.

(b) Targeted attack.

(c) Adaptive targeted attack.

Fig. 16. PL-ER-121ran : The mean size of small components as a function of the fraction of deleted nodes.

non-dependent adaptive targeted attack is the most powerful among the attacks we considered. It is somewhat counterintuitive that dependent adaptive targeted attack is actually less powerful, meaning that adaptive attack and dependent
attack are not compatible. Third, non-dependent adaptive targeted attack is more powerful than non-dependent targeted
attack for ER-*-121ran interdependent networks, which is more powerful than non-dependent random attack. However,
dependent random attacks with different L’s (L > 0) are about the same powerful. Fourth, when the upper-level network
has a PL topology, the interdependence structure makes a difference in the case of non-dependent (L = 0) random attack
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Table 2
Robustness characterization of interdependent networks against the 6 attacks (i.e., 6 combinations of 2 node-deletion strategies and 3 node-selection
strategies). Phenomena with references were initially observed in the cited literature; phenomenon with no references are observed in the present paper.
Wildcard ‘‘∗’’ can be arbitrarily instantiated as ER or PL on either side of ≽ because robustness of interdependent networks is ultimately determined by the
robustness of the upper-level network at which we select nodes to delete.
Random attack

(Adaptive) targeted attack

The giant component fraction and the mean size of small components based characterization

L=0

L>0

ERdisassor -ERdisassor -121ran ≽ ERassor -ERassor -121ran [24]
PLdisassor -PLdisassor -121ran ≽ PLassor -PLassor -121ran [24]
ER-*-121ran ≈ PL-*-121ran
PL-PL-121assor ≽ PL-PL-121ran ≽ PL-PL-121disassor

ER-*-121ran ≽ PL-*-121ran
PL-PL-121assor ≈ PL-PL-121ran ≈
PL-PL-121disassor

ER-*-121ran ≽ PL-*-121ran
PL-PL-121assor ≈ PL-PL-121ran ≈ PL-PL-121disassor

but does not make a difference in the case of non-dependent (L = 0) targeted attack and adaptive targeted attack. For
dependent (L > 0) attacks, the interdependence structure does not make a difference regardless of the node-selection
strategy (i.e., random vs. targeted vs. adaptive targeted). It was previously observed that disassortative single-level networks
with 121ran interdependence structure can enhance interdependent network robustness. Our results complement the results
presented in [24], namely that under non-dependent random attack and in terms of giant component size measure,
ERdisassor -ERdisassor -121ran ≽ ERassor -ERassor -121ran and PLdisassor -PLdisassor -121ran ≽ PLassor -PLassor -121ran .
5. Conclusion
Characterizing the robustness of complex networks against attacks is an important problem. However, most studies have
been geared towards independent attacks (L = 0) and non-adaptive attacks. Motivated by that real-life attacks are often
dependent and adaptive, we study the robustness of complex networks against these attacks. We find that robustness of
complex networks against dependent and adaptive attacks can be substantially different from the robustness of complex
networks against independent and non-adaptive attacks. Moreover, we find that adaptive attacks and dependent attacks
are not compatible. This insight has useful indications for the defender in their decision-making process. For example, if the
defender knows the attacker’s strategy (e.g., after monitoring the attack activities for a while), the defender can predict the
consequences and take effective countermeasures without worrying that the attacker may blend other attacks in the next
steps.
A particularly important and challenging problem that is left open is: How can we analytically characterize the robustness
of complex networks against dependent and adaptive attacks?
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